
How To Prepare For An ICE Raid On Your Workplace
A new era of immigration enforcement is coming. Here’s how
employers can follow the law, protect themselves, and support their
workers.
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President Trump’s second attempt at a
travel ban arrived this week, with
provisions intended to prevent it from
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being blocked in court, as the first one
was. On Wednesday, Hawaii became the
first state to challenge the new
immigration order in court, but there’s
no sign Trump plans to relent. He has
promised to increase the Immigration
and Customs Enforcement (ICE) force by
15,000 officers, many of whom will be
tasked with ensuring employers’
compliance with immigration law.

There are approximately 11 million
people living in the U.S. without
documentation, meaning the likelihood
that an employer has undocumented
workers on staff is considerable,
especially in industries like
manufacturing, agriculture, hospitality,
and construction. Companies in and
outside those fields are already gearing
up for ICE raids on their worksites.
Here’s what you need to know to
prepare.

A QUICK PRIMER ON FORM I-9
Form I-9 is the ICE’s main enforcement
tool. Since 1986, it’s required employers
to confirm their employees’ ability to
work in the U.S., and ICE in turn has the
authority to inspect employer records to
make sure that’s the case. When
employers are found to not be
complying, ICE can fine them thousands
of dollars for each instance of violation.
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For federal contractors, immigration
violations can also mean lost contracts,
and publicly traded companies may be
required to report their violations to the
Securities and Exchange Commission,
which can cause stock prices to tank.

But employers have rights, too. To
initiate an investigation, ICE must
supply a subpoena in the form of a
Notice of Inspection. An employer that’s
been subpoenaed then has at least three
business days to provide ICE with Form
I-9s and related documentation. Since
employers can never know whether
they’ll be inspected, their best
protection is preparation.

And since employers don’t always know
when employees present false
documentation, protection from an ICE
audit starts with an internal audit. I-9
audits can be done quickly and at
reasonable costs compared to the
potential liabilities that violations can
cause. Employers should designate

Since employers can never know whether they’ll be inspected,
their best protection is preparation.
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somebody who’s trained to conduct the
audit to carry it out, whether internally
or an outside HR consultant or attorney.

HOW (NOT) TO ADDRESS I-9 ISSUES
At minimum, a good audit should cover
every current employee, but it’s worth
looking through recently terminated
employees’ records, too. An I-9 audit
should also follow a checklist that sets
the standard to which all employee
documentation will be reviewed; the
Department of Justice offers some
guidance on what that should entail.

If your audit turns up no irregularities,
great—but if you do find that some forms
need to be corrected, tread carefully.
Section 1 of Form I-9 must be corrected
by the employee, which means it falls to
employers to let their employees know
whenever that’s the case.

Some states, like California, impose
strong sanctions for employers that
improperly discipline employees for
immigration compliance issues, and
unions can be fiercely protective of their
members when employers inquire about
immigration status. In fact, it isn’t
uncommon for efforts to fix I-9s to
trigger claims of discrimination. For
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example, an employer with employee
populations spread out across the
country may have different standards of
I-9 execution, and trying to remediate
those issues could lead to treating a
subset of employees in one location
differently than another. That’s a no-go.
Anytime you’re conducting an internal
audit or discussing I-9 issues, it’s crucial
to treat all employees consistently.

If an employer learns that an employee
is undocumented, the company is
required by law to terminate that
employee. However, many employers
want to offer support to valuable team
members who may be undocumented.
One proactive thing to do if you suspect
you may have undocumented workers on
staff is to set up relationships with
attorneys who can offer qualified advice
confidentially. This way your employees
can get support without revealing their
identities to management. As an
employer, there’s also nothing
preventing you from pointing your team
members toward legal resources online

Just because an ICE officer visits doesn’t mean they have
permission to talk to employees or walk the premises.
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or through nonprofits like the American
Immigration Counsel.

PREPARING FOR AN ICE INSPECTION
ICE generally comes unannounced to a
worksite to start an investigation, which
can precede the issuing of a subpoena.
These visits can be extremely disruptive
and can frighten employees needlessly.
To minimize any fallout, employers
should get a protocol in place.

Appoint people on staff to interact with
ICE agents should they arrive, and train
them on how to be cooperative without
putting staff at risk. They’ll be in charge
of keeping ICE officers in a location
where they won’t interact with
customers and employees. In addition,
the selected point people should know
how to contact the company’s human
resources and legal departments as well
as outside counsel immediately.

Just because an ICE officer visits doesn’t
mean they have permission to talk to
employees or walk the premises without
a proper warrant. You don’t have to be
combative in order to prevent that from
happening. Nor are employers required
to turn over documents without a
subpoena or warrant.
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The Trump administration’s new era of
immigration enforcement is less than
100 days old. Immigration remains one
of the most complex, misunderstood, and
emotional issues today—and for good
reason. But politics aside, employees
need to get to grips with the importance
of immigration compliance or else face
the consequences. They can protect
themselves and their employees by
getting their own house in order, before
ICE officials do it for them.

Davis Bae is the regional managing
partner of the Seattle office of Fisher
Phillips, a national labor and
employment law firm that represents
employers.
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Trump's Wall  Is Also Dividing The Architecture Communi t y
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Trump's Wall Is Also Dividing The Architecture Community

Over 200 vendors applied for a project that is unlikely to ever happen.
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Tom Colicchio [PHOTOS: COURTESY OF NAKED JUICE, SXSW]

BY NEAL UNGERLEIDER

03.24.17 | 2:30 PM

Tom Colicchio is a busy man. The Top
Chef personality and restaurateur whose
Crafted Hospitality Group runs some of
America’s best known eateries is also a
cofounder and board member at Food
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Policy Action, an advocacy group best
known for its “National Food Policy
Scorecard,” which rates politicians on
their commitment to keeping food safe,
healthy, and affordable.

Fast Company caught up with Colicchio
shortly before he spoke on a South By
Southwest (SXSW) panel on nutrition
trends, sponsored by Naked Juice, that
also included New York magazine’s
Adam Platt, former White House policy
advisor for nutrition Deb Eschmeyer, and
Real Food Fake Food author Larry
Olmsted.

Here are Colicchio’s thoughts on food
policy, free school lunches, and New
York’s looming restaurant crisis:
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FC: What are the food policy issues
that are close to your heart?

Right now, I think it’s about trying to
find ways to make nutrition less and less
expensive. The problem in this country is
that nutrition is expensive, but calories
are absurdly cheap. How do you get the
cost down on fruit and vegetables, and
all the things that you are supposed to
eat that are really expensive?

Do you subsidize the food? Do you
subsidize the farms? Do you favor
commodity crops over fruits and
vegetables? Is there more support you
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can give farmers and specific things you
can offer?

There are smart policies that can help. A
great program, for instance, is steering
local farmers towards growing food that
goes into local school lunches. There’s
definitely a role government plays in
this.

Do you have a food policy wish list?

First, more subsidies for growing fruits
and vegetables. The Obama
administration changed the food
pyramid to a plate, and put the idea of
fruits and vegetables and grains at the
heart of the plate–let’s support that with
dollars. That’s the first thing.

Then I would make school lunch free
across the board.

We can end hunger in this country if put
the money to it as well. A more robust
SNAP program [Supplemental Nutrition
and Insurance Program, a federal
program which offers food assistance to
millions of American families] would go a
long way.
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Anything else that should be on our
radar?

I think right now in New York, especially,
restaurants are struggling. They’re
especially struggling with rent. I think
the trend is going to be more
restaurants on the second, third, and
four floor of a building because of that,
and also in more mall-like settings.

Is that just in New York, or…?

You already see it in Tokyo! I think that
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will change here because you can’t
afford rent. The problem right now is
that there’s a real brain drain of talent
leaving New York. There are a lot of
young people moving out of the
city–young chefs and cooks don’t want to
work in New York. They can’t open new
restaurants and afford to pay the rent.

Meanwhile, downtown Los Angeles is
booming. Young chefs are moving there,
and also cooks. Why? Right now, it’s
pretty crazy for everybody (In New
York). You could come here to Austin, be
a young cook with a great education,
and not have to deal with living in New
York for 10 years in order to afford the
rent. We have to figure this out.

Thank you.

This interview has been lightly edited for
length and readability.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Based in sunny Los Angeles, Neal Ungerleider covers
science and technology for Fast Company. He also works
as a consultant, writes books, and does other things. More
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[PHOTO: UNSPLASH USER JOSHUA NESS]

BY MARK SULLIVAN

03.23.17 | 5:30 PM

You might say they’re made for each
other. In the wireless market you have
four main players. Two of them—AT&T
and Verizon—tower over the others
(T-Mobile and Sprint). A combination of
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the little guys might actually be able to
compete with the big guys. And, believe
it or not, even consumers might benefit.

It’s not quite that simple, of course, but
2017 could once again see Sprint court
T-Mobile. Sprint tried for the merger in
2014, but the deal fell through when it
became clear that the FCC wouldn’t
approve it.

But a lot has changed since 2014. Most
importantly, we now have a
GOP-controlled FCC that’s far less likely
to reject a merger. New FCC chairman
Ajit Pai disagrees with former chairman
Tom Wheeler’s belief that true wireless
competition requires a four-carrier race.

The FCC is currently engaged in a
spectrum auction, and during that time
no bidding company can hold formal
merger discussions. But after the
auction is over and the prohibition lifted,
M&A talks are likely to begin in earnest,
industry experts tell Fast Company.

“In wireless, consolidation is already so
widely expected that it has arguably
been fully priced into the stocks and
then some,” MoffettNathanson analyst
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Craig Moffett says via email.

At least one telecom analyst is fairly sure
that Sprint and T-Mobile will begin
merger talks immediately after the
auction concludes.

“We continue to believe a Sprint/T-Mo
announcement is likely given the
benefits of moving from four wireless
players to three and the significant
synergies it would create,” writes UBS
analyst John Hodulik in a recent investor
brief. “In addition, we believe the timing
is appropriate: (Sprint’s parent)
SoftBank has already recovered its cost
basis, turned the asset [Sprint] around
operationally and financially . . .”

Sprint has managed in the past few
years to build out its network to improve
its coverage and capacity. It’s stopped
bleeding subscribers every quarter. And
it also holds a lot of valuable 2.5 Ghz
spectrum that could greatly benefit
T-Mobile. In addition, SoftBank has
already signaled that it might be OK
with T-Mobile controlling the combined
company’s network and business.

T-Mobile has prospered during the last
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few years, and has now overtaken Sprint
as the No. 3 carrier. “There are still very
real questions about when T-Mobile will
be as eager as Sprint,” Moffett said.
“T-Mobile arguably gets paid to wait, as
they’re getting stronger while Sprint is
getting weaker.”

Still, wireless companies like Sprint and
T-Mobile have good reasons to seek
merger opportunities. They need to
increase their scale or broaden their
product offerings, because selling
broadband and voice service is no longer
the high-growth business it used to be.
Finding new customers has gotten
harder, and competition has tightened.
In fact, for three of the four big wireless
carriers, revenues have shrunk over the
past year. Meanwhile, the wireless
carriers are now faced with the
expensive prospect of rolling out fancy
new 5G networks.

SIGNS AND SIGNALS
The recent comments of T-Mobile
executives have been telling. T-Mobile
CFO Braxton Carter recently said at an
investor conference that he believes
some type of merger activity is
inevitable. “There are significant
benefits that we’ll see with convergence,
both from a wireless carrier standpoint
as well as a broadband cable
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standpoint.”

But Carter expressed doubt that another
try at a Sprint/T-Mo tie-up would end
well. Regulators, he says, never really
change, and the risk of a rejection on
anti-trust or anti-competition grounds is
real. Carter suggests that T-Mobile
might be more likely to merge with a
cable or satellite provider. A merger with
Sprint would make T-Mobile more able
to take advantage of economies of scale,
while a merger with a cable provider
would give it a whole new set of
products to sell.

But Carter’s comments might just be
T-Mobile playing hard to get, which
could strengthen its hand in any
eventual merger negotiations with
Sprint. T-Mobile US CEO John Legere
has also played down the chance of a
Sprint merger.

” . . . they [T-Mobile] are likely to at least
test the waters with some of the possible
alternatives to a Sprint deal, like one
with Dish or cable, before they fully
commit,” Moffett says.

T-Mobile’s U.S. CTO, Neville Ray,
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speaking at a telecom conference in
London recently, says his company isn’t
currently entertaining a Sprint
courtship, but went a long way to point
out that T-Mobile could integrate
Sprint’s network and customers if it
came down to it.

“When I think about network
integration, and migrating Sprint
customers on to a better network
performance and better coverage, it is a
good thing,” Ray said. “Migrating from a
lesser performing network to a better
one is a plus.”

Even in a favorable regulatory
environment it’s hard to predict what
might happen. Wells Fargo equities
analyst Jennifer Fritzsche wrote in a
recent investor brief: “While we do
believe Sprint likely will strike toward
T-Mobile while a Republican
administration is in the majority, in many
ways, predicting moves of the next few
months (especially the weeks after the
broadcast auction results are disclosed)
is a bit like trying to predict moves in a
chess game.”

So stay tuned. A Sprint-T-Mobile merger
could have a real impact on your
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monthly cellular service bill, regardless
of who your carrier is. The competitive
environment would be radically
changed. It’s just hard to tell if it would
be a change for the better.
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BY IVAN SIGAL

03.23.17 | 3:00 PM

In his recent manifesto, Mark
Zuckerberg asserts that the response to
our dysfunctional and conflict-ridden
politics is to build a stronger global
community based on ubiquitous
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interconnection. We know of course that
Facebook stands to profit from this
utopian vision, and we should be
skeptical of the motives underlying
Zuck’s position. But it’s worth taking a
second look at the idea of working on
underlying economic and political issues
in our societies, rather than focusing on
the effects of online expression
—particularly in the context of the moral
panic over “fake news.”

The consternation about fake news from
Western journalists, scholars of
propaganda, and policymakers has
inspired waves of stories and talk-shops
addressing its growth as a threat to our
public discourse, our journalism, and our
systems of governance. And we see
many attempts to understand, fix, or
apportion blame. Yet many of the
proposed fixes are deeply problematic
because they advocate overly broad and
vague restrictions on expression.
Solutions that would limit suspected
“fake” expression or strongly encourage
private intermediaries to restrict some
kinds of speech and prioritize or
“whitelist” others are particularly
troubling.

This week, Germany was the latest
country to introduce a plan that would
force social media companies to monitor
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and censor some kinds of online
expression. Justice minister Heiko Maas
wants to put regulatory pressure on
social media companies, and especially
Facebook and Twitter, to police
expression, asserting that they have
failed to do so voluntarily. Draft
legislation proposes to fine social media
companies up to €50 million for failure
to quickly delete hate speech, fake news,
and other types of misleading speech.

In this context, we can look to countries
that have created regulatory regimes to
control online expression—such as
China—not as entirely “other”, but
perhaps as cautionary examples. When
posing solutions to fix fake news, we
should be extremely careful not to build
our own self-censorship machines.

“FAKE” NEWS AND THE ROLE OF STATES
Many recent false news stories have
come from groups not affiliated with
states, but examples from Russia, China,
Iran, and many other countries should
remind us that the biggest threat to our
public discourse is false information
used by and to the advantage of
governments. Governments, after all,
have the authority to couple shifting
narratives of truth to state mechanisms
of control. We ought to be especially
attuned to states that restrict the “false”
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expression of their citizens, while at the
same time creating misleading
narratives and stories about themselves.
When states attempt to control
narratives, it’s time to start looking for
signs of tyranny.

For the past 20 years, we have seen
states or their affiliates use
internet-based false news and
disinformation as part of broader
agendas to shape public opinion for
political ends. Well-researched examples
include China’s 50 Cent Party, Russia’s
troll factories, and astroturfing bot
engines contracted by the U.S.
government, all of which are designed to
flood internet forums and social media
with falsities and distractions.

At the same time, some states have
taken steps to regulate, restrict, and
even criminalize “false” stories produced
by citizens and journalists as a punitive
method of controlling expression. In
Bahrain, China, Egypt, Turkey, Russia,
Venezuela, Iran, and elsewhere social
media users have been arrested and
prosecuted for sharing information
deemed by governments to be false or
misinformed. New regulations in China
forbid the use of “unverified facts
distributed via social media platforms”
and prohibit websites “from quoting
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from unnamed or fake news sources and
fabricating news based on hearsay,
guesswork, or imagination.”

A recent declaration issued by a group of
intergovernmental organizations,
including UN Rapporteur for Freedom of
Expression David Kaye, discusses these
regulatory efforts from the perspective
of international law and norms. They
emphasize that international human
rights doctrine explicitly protects
expression that may differ from or
counter governmental positions, even
when it is factually inaccurate.
Regulatory and technical approaches to
reduce fake news should, they argue,
continue to safeguard the diversity and
abundance of speech. They write:

the human right to impart information
and ideas is not limited to “correct”
statements…the right also protects
information and ideas that may shock,
offend, and disturb, and that prohibitions
on disinformation may violate
international human rights standards,
while, at the same time, this does not
justify the dissemination of knowingly or
recklessly false statements by official or
State actors…

WHAT’S THE PROBLEM, EXACTLY?
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The real-life consequences of fake news
are unclear. A recent study by the
MIT/Harvard research project Media
Cloud, led by Yochai Benkler and Ethan
Zuckerman, examines the effects of
right-wing information sources in the
U.S. It suggests that rather than
wringing our hands over “fake news”,
we should focus on disinformation
networks that are insulated from
mainstream public conversations.
Benkler and his colleagues challenge the
idea that “the internet as a technology is
what fragments public discourse and
polarizes opinions” and instead argue
that “human choices and political
campaigning, not one company’s
algorithm” are the more likely factor to
influence the construction and
dissemination of disinformation.

Nevertheless, projects seeking to control
fake news are running full steam ahead.
These efforts have the potential to affect
what information is easily available to
the public, and if we aren’t careful, could
even diminish our rights to expression.
Approaches tend to fall into three broad
categories:

Fix online discourse by nudging
technologies that control or censor
some categories of speech
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Fix the public by making us better at
distinguishing fact from fallacy
Fix journalism, generally with
massive cash transfers from the
technology sector

Notably, these approaches all focus on
mitigating effects rather than
confronting the underlying economic or
technical incentives in the structure of
media, or the broader social, economic,
and political incentives that motivate
speech.

FIX ONLINE DISCOURSE
In seeking to build systems to manage
false news, technology companies will
end up creating systems to monitor and
police speech. We will quickly find that
they need to use ever-more granular,
vigilant, and therefore continuously
updated semantic analysis in order to
find and restrict expression. These
proposed solutions to fake news would
be in part technological, based on AI and
natural language processing. They will
automate the search for and flagging of
certain terms, word associations, and
linguistic formulations. But language is
more malleable than algorithm, and we
will find that people will invent
alternative terms and locutions to
express their ends.
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The slipperiness of language could cause
the hunt for “fake” or hurtful speech to
become an end in itself. We have already
seen this in the hunt for “toxic” language
in a recent project called Perspective,
made by Google’s Jigsaw, and other
efforts will surely follow.

Companies are likely to supplement their
automated processes with human
monitoring—from social media platform
users flagging suspect content to
contractor armies interpreting those
flags and implementing restrictions.
Added to this, perhaps, will be
ombudspeople, feedback loops, legal
processes, and policy controls upon the
censors. Those systems are already in
place to deal with terrorism, extreme
hate speech, extreme violence, child
pornography, and nudity and sexual
arousal. They can be further refined and
expanded to police other types of
expression.

Proposed solutions in this vein mostly
fail to acknowledge that the
technological incentives that encourage
fake news are the same as the forces
that currently finance the digital media
industry—that is, advertising technology
masquerading as editorial content.
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The internet theorist Doc Searls calls
this “adtech”, emphasizing that it is a
form of direct marketing or spamming.
The rise of fake news is driven in part by
organizations seeking revenues or
political influence by creating
sensational and misleading stories
packaged for highly polarized audiences.
Producers of this content benefit from a
system already designed to segment and
mobilize audiences for commercial ends.
That system includes the monitoring of
consumer habits, targeted advertising,
direct marketing and the creation of
editorial products appealing to specific
consumer segments. These forces
coalesce in a dance of editorial and
advertising incentives that leads to
further polarization and segmentation.

FIX THE PUBLIC
The next approach — that we fix
ourselves — relies on the Victorian idea
that our media systems would work if
only people behaved in ways expected of
them by the builders of systems. Media
literacy campaigns, public education,
fact-checking, calling out and shaming
tactics, media diets, whitelists of
approved media: these solutions require
that we blame ourselves for failing to
curb our appetites. It is not wrong to
suggest that we are susceptible to the
allure of the media’s endorphin-injection
strategy to hook us on the sensational
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and trivial, or that education is
important for a healthy civics. To focus
blame primarily on individuals, however,
is victim-blaming of a sort.

FIX JOURNALISM
The third approach—devoting more
resources to better journalism, is an
example of the journalism community
jumping on the current moment to
reassert their expertise and value. While
a more proactive, better-resourced
media is definitely vital for the long-term
health of our civic life, conversations
about journalism need to start with the
trust deficit many journalistic outfits
have accumulated over the past decades.
That deficit exists precisely because of
ever-more sensational and facile
reporting, news as entertainment, and
the corporate drive to maximize profits
over the interests of audiences and
readers.

Given that the business model of the
liberal, capitalist media is primarily to
sell eyeballs to advertisers, they should
not be surprised to find those of us being
sold becoming wise to the approach. And
while efforts to strengthen journalism
and public trust in the media are
important and much-needed, they will
not make fake news go away.
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SO WHAT ARE WE REALLY TALKING ABOUT?
The technological and the human-based
approaches to controlling inaccurate
online speech proposed to date for the
most part do not address the underlying
social, political, or communal causes of
hateful or false expression. Instead, they
seek to restrict behaviors and control
effects, and they rely on the good offices
of our technology intermediaries for that
service. They do not ask us to look more
closely at the social and political
construction of our communities. They
do not examine and propose solutions to
address hate, discrimination, and bias in
our societies, in issues such as income
disparity, urban planning, educational
opportunity, or, in fact, our structures of
governance.

Frustratingly, we have seen these
approaches before, in efforts to reduce
online “extremism”, and also with
dubious results. Countering violent
extremism (CVE) projects suffer from
similar definitional flaws about the
nature of the problem, but that doesn’t
stop governments from creating
misguided responses. For examples, look
to the many “counter-narrative” projects
such as “Welcome to ISIS Land” funded
by the U.S. State Department. These
projects, supported by governments,
international organizations, and
companies, seek an array of technical,
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communications, and policy-based
approaches to controlling extremism.

David Kaye, in an earlier joint
declaration on CVE, notes the “fail[ure]
to provide definitions for key terms, such
as ‘extremism’ or ‘radicalization’. In the
absence of a clear definition, these terms
can be used to restrict a wide range of
lawful expression,” but still inflict
collateral damage, with pervasive
surveillance and tracking that triggers
the self-censor in all of us, resulting in
the reduction of civic participation and
dialogue.

Welcome to the "Islamic State" land (ISIS/ISIL)
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How do we begin to tackle the larger
challenges, those beyond simple
technological fixes or self-blame? There
are no easy solutions for the economic
and social inequities that create
divisions, and the technological and
economic incentives that underpin our
current information ecosystem are
deeply entrenched. Yet we need to find a
way to start serious conversations about
these systemic challenges, rather than
tinkering with their effects or simply
assigning responsibility to the newest
players on the field.

Sir Tim Berners-Lee, the inventor of the
internet, has urged that we reform the
systems and business models we have
created to fund our online lives. He
points, for example, to the use of
personal data by companies as the driver
for the creation of surveillance societies,
which exerts chilling effects on free
expression. He suggests seeking
alternatives to the concentration of
attention and power in the hands of a
small number of social media companies
that derive profit from showing us
content that is “surprising, shocking, or
designed to appeal to our biases.” He’s
concerned by the use of these same
tactics in political advertising, and its
effect on our systems of electoral
politics.
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Confronting our social and economic
inequities is even harder. It is the
challenge of our time to find the
language to conduct honest and frank
debate about how we construct our
economies and our states, how we
apportion benefits, and which values
guide us. Building civic communities
that are rooted in trust, both online and
off, is the ongoing and vital work
necessary for public conversations about
our collective future.

It is no small irony that the
communications systems that we built to
support such debate are imperiled, both
by those who would explode the social
norms of civic discourse for their
ideological ends, and through resultant
attempts to control extreme or
misleading expression. It is easy to find
fault with the technologies that facilitate
our collective civic life. It is much more
difficult to look at our civic life as a
whole and determine whether and how it
may be failing.

Ivan Sigal is a fellow at the Berkman
Center for Internet & Society and the
executive director of Global Voices,
where this essay originally appeared.
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1/10 American Graffiti, 1973

BY JOE BERKOWITZ

03.23.17 | 1:40 PM

Hindsight is not only infinitely more
accurate than its opposite, sometimes it
can be very painful. Especially when
untold sums of prestige and money hang
in the balance. For movie studios, the
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only way to learn this truth is the hard
way.

Weighing any potential movie property
involves a cold calculus of concept, cost,
and collaborators. It’s not always
immediately clear one has a hit in their
hands when those hands only hold 120
pages of words, and the assurances of
their creator. Back to the Future, for
instance, as beautifully explained by
comedian John Mulaney, sounds like the
most insanely misguided screenplay ever
written. Only a very trusting executive at
Universal could guess that Robert
Zemeckis would have the vision to turn
it into a high-grossing family favorite
that spawned two lesser sequels. Of
course, before that executive even had
the chance to greenlight it, his or her
counterpart at Columbia had already
seen it—and given it a hard pass.

Of course, every time an executive
closes a door, he or she opens a window.
What’s much worse than the inherent
shame of rejecting a future all-timer,
though, is when the world sees what
didn’t get rejected. The year that Back to
the Future opened to phenomenal
reviews and box office at Universal, one
of the movies Columbia put out instead
was Perfect, the aerobics drama starring
a spandex-clad Jamie Lee Curtis and
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John Travolta. It flopped. Hard. If that
information inspires any retroactive
schadenfraude, then you are in for a
treat.

Created by Printerinks, a new
infographic called Hollywood’s Missed
Opportunities reveals just how wrong
many major studios have gotten it over
the years. Whether its opting for Perfect
over Back to the Future, or Mixed Nuts
over Pulp Fiction, this forensic
examination of poor choices will make
you reconsider ever decision you have to
make the rest of the day. Take a
regret-free look at the infographic below.
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